GARAGE DOOR OPENER COMPATIBILITY LIST

The OHD Anywhere™ garage door controller is compatible with the models listed below. If you do not see your opener, please check back in the future as other models may become compatible at a later date. Note that some openers need a special adapter. Ordering information for the adapter is listed at the bottom of the page.

IMPORTANT: The OHD Anywhere controller is compatible only with residential sectional garage doors. It is not compatible with one-piece garage doors.

**Compatible Overhead Door openers* for OHD Anywhere:**

1. Overhead Door Series II openers – best identified by the wall console button(s), which is/are a non-black color. This covers the vast majority of Overhead Door openers, including all the currently sold models.

2. Overhead Door Series III openers – best identified by the wall console button(s), which is/are black. If you have one of these units, you will need the special adapter. See ordering information below.

**Other compatible brand openers* for OHD Anywhere (listed alphabetically):**

1. **Chamberlain® or LiftMaster® (pre-Security+ 2.0 models)** - If the antenna color is not purple or yellow, or otherwise identified as pre-Security+ 2.0 opener, then Aladdin Connect is compatible. (Or in other words, if the antenna color is purple or yellow, or identified in any other way as a Security+ 2.0 opener, then Aladdin Connect is not compatible.)

2. **Craftsman® (pre-Assurance+ 2.0)** – If the antenna color is purple or yellow, or identified any other way as an Assurance+ 2.0 Opener, then the Aladdin Connect unit is **NOT** compatible. Otherwise it is.

3. **Genie® Series II** – best identified by the wall console button(s), which is/are a non-black color.

4. **Genie® Series III** – best identified by the wall console button(s), which is/are black. If you have one of these units, you will need the special adapter. See ordering information below.

5. **Linear®** – all models compatible.

6. **Marantec®** – all models compatible.

7. **Stanley®** – all models compatible.

8. **Wayne Dalton®** – all models compatible.

*IMPORTANT: No brand or model of garage door opener made before January 1, 1993 is compatible with the OHD Anywhere controller, as is any opener without safety beams, no matter when it was made.*

**SPECIAL ADAPTER:** To order the special adapter for Overhead Door & Genie Series III openers, contact your local Overhead Door professional distributor. Please reference Dry Contact Control adapter - part # 38013R.
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